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ABSTRACT The diffusion of proteins in the cell membrane is investigated using computer simulations of a two-dimensional
model. The membrane is assumed to be divided into compartments, with adjacent compartments separated by a barrier of
stationary obstacles. Each compartment contains traps represented by stationary attractive disks. Depending on their size, these
traps are intended to model either smaller compartments or binding sites. The simulations are intended to model the double-
compartment model, which has been used to interpret single molecule experiments in normal rat kidney cells, where ﬁve regimes
of transport are observed. The simulations show, however, that ﬁve regimes are observed only when there is a large separation
between the sizes of the traps and large compartments, casting doubt on the double compartment model for the membrane. The
diffusive behavior is sensitive to the concentration and size of traps and the strength of the barrier between compartments
suggesting that the diffusion of proteins can be effectively used to characterize the structure of the membrane.INTRODUCTION
The lateral diffusion of proteins in plasma membranes is
important in many physiological processes and has been
studied extensively using experiment and computer simula-
tion. In addition to the intrinsic interest in the diffusive
behavior of proteins, these studies also provide insight into
the structure of the membrane itself, which is very heteroge-
neous (1–3). For example, the diffusion of proteins in cell
membranes is orders-of-magnitude slower than in artificial
membranes (4–6), and this difference cannot be accounted
for solely by the presence of a physiological amount of
obstacles that hinder the diffusion. The relation between
the structure of plasma membranes and protein diffusion is
not considered well understood despite extensive research
(2,4–7). Recently, Kusumi et al. (2), Ritchie et al. (8), and
Suzuki et al. (9) proposed a new structural model for the
membrane that relies on the division of the cell membrane
into compartments. In this work, we present a computer
simulation study of a simple model that includes compart-
ments and quantify their effect on the diffusion of proteins.
Kusumi et al. (2) and Ritchie et al. (8) proposed a fence and
picket model for the structure of the plasma membrane. In this
model, the membrane is compartmentalized into corrals with
junctional complexes of integral membrane proteins acting as
pickets and components, e.g., spectrin filaments, of the under-
lying cytoskeleton acting as fences that create a barrier to
protein diffusion. At short timescales, the protein displays
Brownian motion, with a diffusion constant comparable to
artificial membranes that they interpreted as diffusion within
a compartment. On intermediate timescales, the trajectories
show a hopping motion of the proteins that they interpreted
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large timescales, when a large enough number of hops have
been sampled, diffusive motion is recovered, although with
a much smaller diffusion coefficient than that at short times.
On timescales longer than that for diffusion within a compart-
ment, but smaller than when normal diffusion is recovered at
long times, the proteins display anomalous diffusion where
the mean-squared displacement hR2(t)i scales with time t as
hR2(t)i ~ ta with a< 1 (a¼ 1 for normal diffusion). The three
time regimes of protein diffusion have been observed in many
experiments (8,10–15).
A strict compartmentalization is not necessary to explain
these experiments. In fact, the diffusion of lipid molecules
in the outer leaflet also shows similar diffusion behavior for
which one cannot invoke direct hopping over the cytoskeleton
(16). Computer simulations of hard disks in two-dimensional
space with randomly spaced obstacles (which are also hard
disks) also show these three regimes (7,17). The compart-
ments in this case are pockets of space without obstacles
and are connected to other pockets via channels. Narrow
channels act as entropic barriers over which proteins hop
between pockets. Recently, Auth and Gov reported a simula-
tion study on the effect of a flexible network of long-chain
proteins on the protein diffusion for the red blood cell (18)
and found that the stretching of cytoskeletons and anchor
proteins could influence the protein diffusion significantly.
Recently, Suzuki et al. (9) studied the diffusion of a
G-protein-coupled receptor in the normal rat kidney cell
(NRK) membranes. From their analysis of high-resolution
single molecule trajectories, they found five distinct regimes
(instead of three) for protein diffusion (Fig. 1). They sug-
gested a model where the plasma membrane of the NRK
cell is doubly compartmentalized with small compartments
(230 nm) within larger compartments (750 nm) (16,19).
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.04.060
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a qualitative model, and careful calculations are necessary
to see whether the model reproduces the experimental results.
Nevertheless, the model raises very significant questions. One
would expect five regimes only if there was a timescale
over which the protein had sampled many small compart-
ments but had not yet felt the confinement due to the larger
compartments, i.e., when there is a large separation of time-
scales between diffusion in small and large compartments.
This does not seem likely in a system where the size ratio of
small compartments to large compartments is only 1/3. Other
mechanisms, such as the binding of proteins to domains, must
be also tested to confirm the validity of the double compart-
mentalization model. Other questions might be posed. What
is the most significant factor that determines the exponent
a in each regime? How does the interaction between proteins
and each of these compartments affect the protein dynamics?
Does the size ratio of small compartments to big compart-
ments change the behavior in the protein diffusion? We
address these issues in this work using computer simulations.
In this work, we study a simple model of the membrane
where it is divided into compartments separated by repulsive
barriers (see Fig. 2). A protein is confined within a compart-
ment and has to overcome the repulsive interaction to escape
to a neighboring compartment. Within each compartment,
there are many traps that are attractive to the proteins.
Depending on their size (which we vary), these traps may be
viewed as small compartments (if the traps are larger than
proteins) or as protein binding sites (if the traps are much
smaller than large compartments). Monte Carlo simulations
for protein diffusion show five regimes (instead of three) for
FIGURE 1 Sketch (reproduced from Suzuki et al. (9)) of the time-depen-
dent diffusion coefficient, D(t), as a function of time in the double compart-
ment model showing the five different regimes of diffusion.certain values of parameters, and this allows us to investigate
the effect of molecular interactions and the concentration and
size of small compartments on the protein diffusion. Our
simulations suggest that the experimental results can also be
explained using a single compartment model if there is
some binding of the protein to the membrane, and that the
strict double compartmentalization might not be necessary.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. The simula-
tion method is described in the next section, and results are
presented and discussed in the section after that, followed
by Conclusions.
MODELS AND SIMULATIONS
We use a coarse-grained description of proteins and
membrane components to investigate the diffusive behavior
of proteins on timescales of over eight orders of magnitude.
The plasma membrane is modeled as a two-dimensional space
with two types (F for fence and T for trap) of immobile disks.
The diameter, sF of a fence disk is 1.5 s, where s (the unit of
length in this article) is the distance between the centers of
adjacent fence disks. The fence disks are placed in a grid
with equally spaced vertical and horizontal lines (Fig. 2).
FIGURE 2 Model for the membrane. The barriers are represented by
a sequence of blue (fence) disks of diameter sF ¼ 1.5s with a distance s
(h 1) between adjacent disks. The red disks are traps of diameter sT, which
is varied from 0.5 to 3.5s. A protein experiences a repulsive interaction
when it is within a distance of sF/2 from a fence disk and an attractive inter-
action when it is within a distance of sT/2 from a trap disk.Biophysical Journal 97(2) 472–479
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fence disks, with a distance between two adjacent parallel
lines of grids of 12s; this sets 12s z 1–3 mm. Periodic
boundary conditions are used in both directions with a peri-
odic simulation box size, L ¼ 84s. The diameter of the trap
disks, sT, is varied from 0.5 to 3.5. The mobile protein is
modeled as a point particle. Initial conditions are generated
by first creating a grid of fences and then inserting the traps
at randomly chosen positions, provided they do not overlap
with other fence and trap disks. If an attempted insertion of
a trap overlaps with an existing trap or fence, a new position
is attempted for the insertion. For sT ¼ 3.5, it is difficult to
insert traps in this fashion and for that one case the traps
are placed at square lattice points such that they do not
overlap each other. Once the disks are inserted, they are
frozen in space. Properties are averaged for each configura-
tion, and then averaged over five different independent
configurations of the membrane. Error bars are reported as
the standard deviation about the mean of these five indepen-
dent calculations.
We investigate several area fractions of the traps, defined
by fT ¼ pNTsT2/4L2 where NT is the number of traps. We
report results for fT ¼ 0.0125–0.6, which corresponds to
~5–33 traps depending on sT.
A protein is modeled as a point particle that interacts with
the fence disks with a repulsive interaction, VF(r), and with
the traps with an attractive interaction, VT(r). We use a square
well interaction, i.e.,
bVFðrÞ ¼ Vrep; r%sF=2;
¼ 0; r > sF=2; (1)
bVTðrÞ ¼ Vatt; r%sT=2;
¼ 0; r > sT=2; (2)
where r is the distance between the protein and the center of
the disk and b h 1/kBT, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant
and T is temperature. All energy values are in units of kBT.
Unless otherwise noted, the height of the repulsive wall,
Vrep is fixed at 6. The strength of an attractive well, Vatt, is
varied from 5 to 9.
In our simplified model, Vatt and sT are taken to be the
same for all traps in a given system. Unless otherwise noted,
the variability in sT and Vatt is ignored. This is, of course,
a simplification because cell membranes are very heteroge-
neous, and a more sophisticated model would have different
values of Vatt and sT for different traps. The noise in the time-
dependent diffusion coefficient, in the third regime of Fig. 1,
could be precisely because of this variability. Such vari-
ability in Vatt and sT introduces additional quenched disorder
into the system and additional computational complications.
It requires an averaging over all realizations of the different
parameters, i.e., many more starting points and much longer
trajectories. We perform additional simulations with vari-
ability introduced in sT and Vatt by using distributionBiophysical Journal 97(2) 472–479functions that are simple, yet still ensure the largest vari-
ability. We use
PðsTÞ ¼ 1=2a; s0  a < sT < s0 þ a
¼ 0; otherwise; (3)
and
PðVattÞ ¼ 1=b; 0 < Vatt < b
¼ 0; otherwise: (4)
In our simulations, a ¼ 0.75 and s0 ¼ 2 are used so the
average value (s0) of sT is 2.0. We find that the time-depen-
dent diffusion coefficients are quite sensitive to b, and the
simulations can fit the experiments only for b ¼ 7.5.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are performed using a
standard Metropolis algorithm in a canonical ensemble. In
our MC simulations, only the protein moves via random
displacement with a maximum displacement of 0.1s. For
a given configuration of traps up to 10 billion random walks
are conducted. The number of attempted moves is taken to be
the unit of time, t, in this work. The mean-squared displace-
ment, hR2(t)i and the time-dependent diffusion coefficient,
D(t) are calculated using

R2ðtÞ ¼ rðtÞ  rðt ¼ 0Þj2; (5)
DðtÞ ¼ R2ðtÞ4t; (6)
where r(t) is the position of the fluid particle at time, t, and
h.i denotes the ensemble average over trajectories and
configurations of the traps.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The traps can be viewed as either small compartments or
protein binding sites. If the traps are large compared to the
proteins (but smaller than the large compartments), then
the protein is confined to some extent within the disks
(because there is an energetic penalty to leaving the trap
region). If, on the other hand, the traps are much smaller
than large compartments, then they can be viewed as protein
binding sites. Changing the size of the traps allows us to
investigate both these scenarios.
If the traps are approximately the estimated size of small
compartments (in experiments on NRK cells), then the simu-
lation results for D(t) do not display the experimentally
observed behavior. Fig. 3 depicts D(t) as a function of time
for fT ¼ 0.6, Vatt ¼7, and sT ¼ 3.5. In experiments on
NRK cells, the small compartments are 210–260 nm and
the large compartments are 710–750 nm. Since the size of
the large compartments is 12s, the size of the small compart-
ment comparable to the estimated size in experiments should
be between 3.36s and 4.4s. Fig. 3 shows that only three
diffusive regimes are observed for sT ¼ 3.5s in contrast to
the five regimes seen in experiment.
In our model, a protein can take a random walk with
a maximum step of 0.1. Therefore, when sT > 3.4, there is
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a protein can hop between small traps without feeling the
energy barriers. Therefore, we carried out additional simula-
tions with sT ¼ 0.34, 0.344, 0.345, and 0.346 to investigate
the effect of the free passage. Five regimes in the diffusion
were observed even with a channel of free passage, suggest-
ing that the disappearance of the five regimes for sT ¼ 3.5
should not be due simply to the channel of free passage.
Instead, the values of a for the second and the third regimes
for sT R 3.4 were quite big compared to experiments, and
the five regimes in the diffusion thus become obscure with
an increase in sT.
If the size of the traps becomes smaller, however, the five
diffusive regimes are clearly captured in our simulations.
Fig. 4, a and b, depicts the mean-squared displacement,
hR2(t)i and time-dependent diffusion coefficient,D(t), respec-
tively, for fT ¼ 0.05, Vatt ¼ 5, Vrep ¼ 6, and sT ¼ 1. Simula-
tions with three different time resolutions are used to obtain
the entire curve. The diffusion coefficient changes drastically
with time by more than two orders of magnitude in our simu-
lations. At short (I) and long (V) timescales, the protein
exhibits Brownian motion with az 1 even though diffusion
coefficients are very different. For intermediate times, the
diffusion coefficient decreases with time and three regimes
(II, III, and IV) can be discerned from one another by different
values of a.
The five regimes are not observed if either of the traps or
fences are removed. Fig. 5 depicts D(t) for three cases: 1),
with both small and large compartments (circles); 2), with
only small compartments (dashed line); and 3), with only
large compartments (dashed-dotted-dotted line). If either
the traps or the fences are present,D(t) starts out flat, decreases
for intermediate times (due to anomalous diffusion), and then
FIGURE 3 Simulation results for the time-dependent diffusion coefficient
as a function of time for fT ¼ 0.6, Vatt ¼ 5, Vrep ¼ 6, and sT ¼ 3.5, which
corresponds to the double-compartment model. Only three regimes are
observed in this case, in contrast to the five regimes in Fig. 2.becomes flat for large times. In both of these cases, however,
there are only three regimes (not five). With only small
compartments, a protein can visit many small compartments
after ~1000 time-steps, and normal diffusive behavior is
recovered for t¼ 103. With only big compartments, the diffu-
sion coefficient at long times is larger than with both small and
big compartments because there are no small compartments to
temporarily trap the protein.
The simulations are consistent with the qualitative interpre-
tation of the experiment regarding the five regimes. If only the
small compartments are present, the simulations give the
dashed line, which agrees with the simulations with both
compartments at short times. If only the large compartments
are present we obtain the dashed-dotted-dotted line, but we
have to rescale the meaning of the time-step to compare to
the simulations with both compartments. Let us assume that
a protein obtains a mean-square displacement of R2 after
b
a
FIGURE 4 Simulation results for (a) mean-squared displacements, hR2(t)i
and (b) the time-dependent diffusion coefficient, D(t), as a function of time,
for fT ¼ 0.05, Vatt ¼ 5, Vrep ¼ 6, and sT ¼ 1. Roman numbers indicate the
five regimes of protein dynamics determined by time exponents of mean-
squared displacements.Biophysical Journal 97(2) 472–479
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ment after a time t in the absence of the small compartments.
SinceR2¼ 4DbothNst¼ 4Dlarget (whereDboth andDlarge are the
diffusion constants with both compartments and only large
compartments), we can compare simulations with only large
compartments to the simulations with both compartments
by multiplying time by a factor of Ns and dividing the diffu-
sion coefficient by a factor of Ns. The dotted curve is obtained
from the dashed-dotted-dotted curve using a value of
Ns ¼ 10. The agreement between this curve and the curve
obtained from simulations with both compartments suggests
that regime IV arises from anomalous diffusion due to the
hindrance of the large compartments.
The quantitative behavior of D(t) is sensitive to the
concentration of traps and the strength of their interaction,
but the qualitative behavior is similar for a wide range of
parameters. Fig. 6 depicts D(t) for different concentrations
of traps, fT (¼ 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1) for Vatt ¼ 5, Vrep ¼ 6,
and sT ¼ 1. For short times, the protein is confined within
a single small compartment, and D(t) is insensitive to the
concentration. In regime III, however, D(t) is smaller for
larger concentrations because the attractive traps tend to
decrease D(t) in this regime. The timescale over which
D(t) enters regime IV, however, is not sensitive to concentra-
tion. It has been argued that the presence of attractive traps
should not change the diffusion constant at long times when
averaged over all initial positions. D(t) is insensitive to
concentration in regime IV because here it is determined
primarily by the features of the large compartments.
The strength of the interaction with the traps (Vatt) signifi-
cantly changes the timescales over which D(t) enters
regimes III and IV. Fig. 7 depicts D(t) for Vatt ¼ 5, 7, and
FIGURE 5 Simulation results for D(t) for three different cases: 1), with
both small and large compartments (circles); 2), with only small compart-
ments (dashed); and 3), with only large compartments (dashed-dotted-
dotted). The time-dependent diffusion coefficients calculated with only large
compartments is rescaled with Ns ¼ 10. (dotted; see the text for details) For
all cases, fT ¼ 0.05, Vatt ¼ 5, Vrep ¼ 6, and sT ¼ 1.Biophysical Journal 97(2) 472–4799 for fT ¼ 0.05, Vrep ¼ 6, and sT ¼ 1. As Vatt increases, there
are larger barriers for the protein to leave a trap and it takes
longer for the protein to sample the space of traps. Therefore,
D(t) does not plateau until longer times, resulting in a sharper
decrease at short times.
Fig. 8 depicts D(t) for different sizes of traps (sT ¼ 0.5, 1,
2, and 3.5). In this figure, Vatt ¼ 5 and Vrep ¼ 6. The value of
fT is adjusted such that the average number of traps in a large
compartment are kept constant: fT ¼ 0.0125, 0.05, and
0.2 for sT ¼ 0.5, 1, and 2, respectively. When sT ¼ 3.5,
fT ¼ 0.6 because it is the biggest possible value. As sT is
increased, the time period of regime III decreases as does
the exponent a in this regime. If sT is increased further, as
FIGURE 6 Simulation results for the time-dependent diffusion coeffi-
cient, D(t), for different concentrations of traps, fT ¼ 0.025, 0.05, and
0.1, for Vatt ¼ 5, Vrep ¼ 6, and sT ¼ 1.
FIGURE 7 Simulation results for the time-dependent diffusion coeffi-
cient, D(t), for different interaction strengths of small compartments,
Vatt ¼ 5, 7, and 9 for fT ¼ 0.05, Vrep ¼ 6, and sT ¼ 1. Different values
of fT are used.
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three instead of five regimes.
A direct comparison of the model with experimental data is
complicated because it is not possible to independently deter-
mine the values of the model parameters. Therefore, we resort
to fitting these parameters to the experiments. The first issue is
that of matching the timescale and length-scale of the simula-
tions to experiments. As pointed out by Suzuki et al. (9) deter-
mining the size of the large compartments is subtle, but
the value is expected to be ~1–2 mm, which suggests
sz 83–167 nm. By (roughly) matching the position of the
plateau, we rescale the time axis so that 1 MC step is 0.25 ms.
We still have four undetermined parameters, namely, sT, fT,
Vatt, and Vrep, which are adjusted to find the best fit to the
experiments. A best fit is obtained with sT ¼ 2s, fT ¼ 0.14,
Vrep ¼ 3.75, and Vatt ¼ 5. Note that this set might not be
unique; i.e., other parameter sets might result in a comparably
good agreement with experiments. Fig. 9 depicts the compar-
ison of simulations to experiments by changing sT (Fig. 9 a)
and Vrep (Fig. 9 b), respectively. In this comparison, the size
of large compartments is fixed. In both cases, Vatt ¼ 5 and
fT ¼ 0.14; Vrep ¼ 3.75 in Fig. 9 a and sT ¼ 2 in Fig. 9 b.
Changing Vrep affects only the long-time behavior, and
changingsT affects only the short time behavior, and this gives
us confidence that these parameters are not correlated. From
the fit, we can determine that the size of the traps is ~2s, i.e.,
the trap size is in the range 166–334 nm. This suggests that
the size ratio of small compartments to large compartments
should be much smaller than suggested by Suzuki et al. (9).
It is interesting to investigate the effect of heterogeneity in
trap sizes and strengths. In the simulations, this can be
FIGURE 8 Simulation results for the time-dependent diffusion coeffi-
cient, D(t), for different sizes of traps, sT ¼ 0.5, 1, 2, and 3.5 for Vatt ¼ 5
and Vrep ¼ 6. Values of fT are adjusted for a large compartment to contain
approximately the same number of traps, i.e., fT ¼ 0.0125, 0.05, and 0.2 for
sT ¼ 0.5, 1, and 2, respectively. Note that fT ¼ 0.6 for sT ¼ 3.5, because
traps should be located at lattices and fT ¼ 0.6 is the only possible number
for such a case.achieved by choosing the parameters sT and Vatt from a
probability distribution function. The motivation for investi-
gating a variability in these parameters is the qualitative
observation that there is considerable scatter in the experi-
mental results in the third regime (see Fig. 1) and it is of
interest to ascertain the origin of this behavior. Fig. 10 shows
time-dependent coefficients for four cases: (Fig. 10 a) with
no variability in sT or Vatt; (Fig. 10 b) with variability in
only sT; (Fig. 10 c) with variability in both sT and Vatt; and
(Fig. 10 d) the same as case c, but for a longer trajectory.
The trajectories are 50 million steps long for Fig. 10, a–c,
and 500 million steps long for Fig. 10 d. The variability in
sT does not change D(t) significantly (comparing panels
a and b in Fig. 10). This is because the potential energy of
the protein is constant for steps within small compartments
and the protein feels the potential difference only when it
crosses the boundaries of small compartments. In Fig. 10 c,
b
a
FIGURE 9 Comparison of simulation results for D(t) to experiments (9)
for different values of (a) sT and (b) Vrep. Note that Vatt ¼ 5 and
fT ¼ 0.14 (for both a and b); and that Vrep ¼ 3.75 (a), sT ¼ 2 (b).Biophysical Journal 97(2) 472–479
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FIGURE 10 Comparison of simulation results for D(t) to
experiments (9) with a variability in sT and Vatt, values of
which are chosen from a flat probability distribution, for
fT ¼ 0.14 and Vrep ¼ 3.7. (a) No variability in sT or Vatt;
(b) variability in sT but not in Vatt; (c) variability in both
sT and Vatt; and (d) same as for panel c, but for trajectories
10-times as long. The values of the parameters (see text for
definition) are a ¼ 0.75, s0 ¼ 2, and b ¼ 7.5.the probability that the protein escapes small compartments is
different and this affects the dynamics significantly. The
simulations can fit the data only for b ¼ 7.5 (Eq. 4). More
interestingly, the statistical uncertainties become large when
a variability in Vatt is incorporated, requiring long trajectories.
This suggests that the experimental scatter in time-dependent
diffusion coefficients in the third regime could be attributed
to the variability in Vatt.
CONCLUSIONS
We study the diffusion of proteins in compartmentalized
membranes using simulations. The model consists of small
compartments nested within larger compartments. In the simu-
lations, the mean-squared displacement and time-dependent
diffusion coefficient of a protein in plasma membranes are
investigated over a time-range of eight orders of magnitude.
The simulations show five different regimes in protein
dynamics, but only if there is a sufficient separation in the
length-scales of the small and large compartments. This
requires a much larger ratio of sizes (between large and small
compartments) than estimated from experiments. This
suggests that either the ratio of the size of the small compart-
ments to the large compartments is somewhat smaller (1/6)
than inferred in the experiments (1/3) or that a different
mechanism (such as binding of protein to small domains)
is responsible for the five diffusive regimes seen in single
molecule experiments. Therefore, more experimental and
theoretical studies are requested to test the validity of the
compartment model for the NRK membrane structure.
The value of the time-dependent diffusion coefficient in
different regimes as well as the exponent a are sensitive to
the model parameters (although the qualitative behavior
only requires a separation of size scales between small andBiophysical Journal 97(2) 472–479large compartments). This suggests that our model can be
used to extract information regarding the structure of the
membrane from measurements of the time-dependent diffu-
sion coefficient. A good fit to experimental data is obtained
for sT ¼ 2, fT ¼ 0.14, Vrep ¼ 3.75, and Vatt ¼ 5. The impor-
tant information extracted from this fit is that the size of
the small compartments is roughly 340 nm, if the large
compartments are 2 mm. In other words, to fit the data we
need ~36 traps (or small compartments) within each large
compartment. This estimate for the size ratio of the small
compartments to the large compartments is much smaller
than suggested by experiment (9) where each large compart-
ment is estimated to have only a few small compartments. So
what could these small compartments be? One possibility is
the existence of lipid domains (rafts) to which the proteins
segregate. Recently, Andrew et al. have observed the actin
cables near the cell membranes that hinder the protein diffu-
sion (20). They suggested that these actin cables should build
a dynamic labyrinth of micron-sized actin barriers instead
of a static mesh network. The dynamic labyrinth could act
as a large compartment for a protein diffusion. A more defin-
itive answer would require more experimental information
regarding the structure of the plasma membrane.
Recently, Kenkre et al. (21) proposed an analytical theory
to describe the protein diffusion in compartments. The analyt-
ical theory allows one to calculate the time-dependent diffu-
sion coefficients and extract the compartment size from the
experimental data. However, the theory is limited to relatively
simple systems with no double compartments. Although the
theory can be easily extended to our model, this extension is
not trivial. The combination of our simulation studies and
such analytical theories would provide us with a deeper under-
standing of protein diffusion in cell membranes and tools to
extract essential information on the cell membranes such as
Protein Diffusion in Cell Membranes 479Vatt and sT. A further study will be required to extend the
theory and conduct more simulations.
The cell membrane is very heterogeneous, and protein
diffusion is expected to be influenced by many other factors
not considered in our study. For example, proteins could
bind to other proteins or segregate to lipid domains (18).
If proteins aggregate, their self-diffusion coefficient will
become much smaller because the diffusion coefficient is
inversely proportional to the protein size. Incorporation of
these effects would be an interesting future direction of this
work.
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